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the book offers unique access to theoretical approaches and practical examples of

international social work in the context of war and conflicts the reader gains knowledge about

the competences and role of social work which contributes to mitigating the effects of war and

conflict the book raises the question of how to connect international social work with local

approaches and offers suggestions for a development of social work with respect to

exchanging knowledge and experiences between the west and the east the global north and

the global south it furthermore discusses the role of social work in reducing the problem of

gender based violence and in the methods of peacebuilding processes in post war and post
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conflict societies during the second world war several independent business organizations in

the us devoted considerable energy to formulating and advocating social and economic policy

options for the us government for implementation after the war this planning community of far

sighted businessmen joined with academics and government officials in a nationwide

endeavor to ensure that the colossal levels of productivity achieved by the us during wartime

continued into the peace at its core this effort was part of a wider struggle between liberals

moderates and conservatives over determining the economic and social responsibilities of

government in the new post war order in this book charlie whitham draws on an abundance of

unpublished primary material from private and public archives that includes the minutes

memoranda policy statements and research studies of the major post war business planning

organisations on a wide range of topics including monetary policy demobilization labor policy

international trade and foreign affairs this is the untold story of how the post war business
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planners of all hues helped shape the moderate consensus which prevailed after 1945 over a

permanent but limited government responsibility for fiscal welfare and labor affairs advanced

american interests overseas and established between 1945 and 1981 the canadian population

doubled while the number of dwellings more than tripled john miron shows how changes in

demographic structure and housing affordability affected postwar household formation and

housing demand he argues that no single explanation adequately reflects the extent of the

impact of the demographic trends and the economic changes a comprehensive accessible

and lucid coverage of major issues and key figures in modern and contemporary british

literature this revised and updated new edition provides a comprehensive introduction to the

history of cinema in mainland china hong kong and taiwan as well as to disaporic and

transnational chinese film making from the beginnings of cinema to the present day chapters

by leading international scholars are grouped in thematic sections addressing key historical
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periods film movements genres stars and auteurs and the industrial and technological

contexts of cinema in greater china during the first half of the twentieth century zen buddhist

leaders contributed actively to japanese imperialism giving rise to what has been termed

imperial way zen kodo zen its foremost critic was priest professor and activist ichikawa

hakugen 1902 1986 who spent the decades following japan s surrender almost single

handedly chronicling zen s support of japan s imperialist regime and pressing the issue of

buddhist war responsibility ichikawa focused his critique on the zen approach to religious

liberation the political ramifications of buddhist metaphysical constructs the traditional

collaboration between buddhism and governments in east asia the philosophical system of

nishida kitaro 1876 1945 and the vestiges of state shinto in postwar japan despite the

importance of ichikawa s writings this volume is the first by any scholar to outline his critique

in addition to detailing the actions and ideology of imperial way zen and ichikawa s ripostes to
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them christopher ives offers his own reflections on buddhist ethics in light of the phenomenon

he devotes chapters to outlining buddhist nationalism from the 1868 meiji restoration to 1945

and summarizing ichikawa s arguments about the causes of imperial way zen after assessing

brian victoria s claim that imperial way zen was caused by the traditional connection between

zen and the samurai ives presents his own argument that imperial way zen can best be

understood as a modern instance of buddhism s traditional role as protector of the realm

turning to postwar japan ives examines the extent to which zen leaders have reflected on their

wartime political stances and started to construct a critical zen social ethic finally he considers

the resources zen might offer its contemporary leaders as they pursue what they themselves

have identified as a pressing task ensuring that henceforth zen will avoid becoming embroiled

in international adventurism and instead dedicate itself to the promotion of peace and human

rights lucid and balanced in its methodology and well grounded in textual analysis imperial
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way zen will attract scholars students and others interested in buddhism ethics zen practice

and the cooptation of religion in the service of violence and imperialism after the second world

war two contrasting political movements became increasingly active in italy the communist and

feminist movements in this book walter baroni uses autobiographical life writing from both

movements key protagonists to shed new light on the history of these movements and more

broadly the similarities and differences between political activists in post war italy in this

contentious and ground breaking study the author draws on extensive archival research to

provide a new account of the transforamtion of the united kingdom into a multicultural society

through an analysis of the evolution of immigration and citizenship policy since 1945 against

the prevailing academic orthodoxy he argues that british immigration policy was not racist but

both rational and liberal in this ground breaking book the author draws extensively on archival

material and theortical advances in the social science literature citizenship and immigration in
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post war britain examines the transformation since 1945 of the uk from a homogeneous into a

multicultural society rejecting a dominant strain of sociological and historical inquiry

emphasizing state racism hansen argues that politicians and civil servants were overall liberal

relative to the public to which they owed their office and that they pursued policies that were

rational for any liberal democratic politician he explains the trajectory of british migration and

nationality policy its exceptional liberality in the 1950s its restrictiveness after then and its

tortured and seemingly racist definition of citizenship the combined effect of a 1948 imperial

definition of citizenship adopted independently of immigration and a primary commitment to

migration from the old dominions locked british politicians into a series of policy choices

resulting in a migration and nationality regime that was not racist in intention but was racist in

effect in the context of a liberal elite and an illiberal public britain s current restrictive migration

policies result not from the faling of its policy makers but from those of its institutions this title
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was first published in 2001 the first comprehensive combined socio economic and political

analysis of the trends and mechanisms of international migration from and into poland since

1945 from the point of view of the forthcoming enlargement of the european union fictions of

fact and value looks at logical positivism s major influence on the development of postwar

american fiction charting a literary and philosophical genealogy that has been absent from

criticism on the american novel since 1945 throughout the second world war a wide range of

people including political leaders and government officials experts and armchair

internationalists civil society groups and private citizens talked about and formulated plans to

ensure national security and to promote individual well being in the postwar world rebuilding

the postwar order explains how civil society and governments of the wartime allies conceived

of peace and traces the international negotiations and conferences that later resulted in the

united nations system it adopts a multilateral approach connects wartime ideas to earlier
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peacemaking efforts and reveals support for as well as resistance and alternatives to the

emerging postwar order in chapters on the united nations unrra the imf world bank and gatt

the fao and who unesco and human rights mckenzie explores the tensions between national

sovereignty and international responsibility national security and individual well being

principles and compromises morality and power privilege and justice all of which influenced

the un system the official monthly record of united states foreign policy this book compares

two countries with striking parallels in economic and political outcomes yet with some distinct

features in terms of institutional structures relative size and culture therefore this book forms a

fruitful platform for the study of the similarities and differences in the economic and societal

development of japan and finland despite their geographic distance from one another and the

aforementioned differences both countries experienced rather similar economic and societal

development patterns after the second world war the study of these societies both individually
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and through commonalities will provide a unique perspective on the emergence of modern

economies and institutions the book provides comprehensive coverage on issues such as

welfare state formation and society security and military spending education system industrial

development international trade governmental economic policies energy solutions and bubbles

and their collapse thus issues typical for these countries as well as most modern states

studied from a longitudinal perspective the book aims to answer a fundamental question in

social science why do there seem to be common trends and developmental paths among

countries differing in size culture and economic structure this book will provide insights for

those seeking to decipher how the developments in their own countries came about and

where they may be headed to the congressional record is the official record of the

proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is published daily when congress is

in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to
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1873 are recorded in the debates and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789

1824 the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873

derek robbins has shown once again that he is one of the few anglophone scholars with an

exceptionally profound and impressively comprehensive knowledge of the history of modern

european social thought this book is a must for anybody interested in twentieth century french

social theory the coverage is wide ranging the information provided is authoritative complex

ideas are presented in an accessible language key controversies are explained in an eloquent

and thought provoking fashion and perhaps most importantly seemingly abstract tensions

between intellectual positions are put into historical context dr simon susen city university

london detailed timely and original this book explores the trans cultural transmission of social

theory derek robbins presents us with a chronological commentary on the intellectual

production of five french social thinkers aron althusser foucault lyotard bourdieu and on the
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english reception of their texts the book sets up a bourdieusian investigation of the habitus of

the five thinkers and comparatively of the national sub fields of intellectual discourse enables

an inter active generation of enquiry based on the primacy of individual experience challenges

the social sciences to abandon their grand narratives and to advance the cause of social

democratic inclusion reconciles the legacies of the work of bourdieu and lyotard in order to

advance practically a socio analytic recognition of dissensus or différence by representing

modern classics of french social thought in socio political context this in depth study

encourages all social researchers to reflect on their use of social theories in their practice

grassroots pacifism in post war japan presents new material on grassroots peace activism and

pacifism in two major groups active in the post world war 2 peace movement workers and

housewives yamamoto contends that the peace movement which was organised in tandem

with other activities to promote democratic economic and humanitarian issues served as a
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popular lever which helped to eliminate feudal remnants that lingered in japanese society and

individual attitudes after the war thereby modernizing the political process and the outlook of

the ordinary japanese including extensive primary material such as letters essays memoirs

and interviews specialists in japanese history peace studies and women s studies will

appreciate the richness of the text supporting yamamoto s narrative of how workers and

women s political awareness developed under the influence of organizational and ideological

interests and contemporary events constitutional politics is exceptionally intense and

unpredictable it involves negotiations over the very nature of the state and the implications of

self determination multinational democracies face pressing challenges to the existing order

because they are composed of communities with distinct cultures histories and aspirations

striving to coexist under mutually agreed upon terms conflict over the recognition of these

multiple identities and the distribution of power and resources is inevitable and indeed part of
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what defines democratic life in multinational societies in constitutional politics in multinational

democracies andré lecours nikola brassard dion and guy laforest bring together experts on

multinational democracies to analyze the claims of minority nations about their political future

and the responses they elicit through constitutional politics essays focus on the nature of

these states and the actors and political process within them this framework allows for a

multidimensional examination of crucial political periods in these democracies by assessing

what constitutional politics is who is involved in it and how it happens case studies include

catalonia and spain puerto rico and the united states scotland and the united kingdom belgium

bosnia and herzegovina and quebec and the métis people in canada theoretically significant

and empirically rich constitutional politics in multinational democracies is a necessary read for

any student of multinationalism this edition of the u s army war college guide to national

security policy and strategy continues to reflect the structure and approach of the core
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national security strategy and policy curriculum at the war college the 5th edition is published

in two volumes that correspond roughly to the department of national security and strategy s

core courses theory of war and strategy and national security policy and strategy like previous

editions this one is based on its predecessor but contains both updates and new scholarship

over a third of the chapters are new or have undergone significant rewrites many chapters

some of which appeared for years in this work have been removed nevertheless the book

remains unchanged in intent and purpose although this is not primarily a textbook it does

reflect both the method and manner we use to teach strategy formulation to america s future

senior leaders the book is not a comprehensive or exhaustive treatment of either strategic

theory or the policymaking process both volumes are organized to proceed from the general

to the specific thus the first volume opens with general thoughts on the nature and theory of

war and strategy proceeds to look at the complex aspect of power and concludes with specific
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theoretical issues similarly the second volume begins by examining the policy strategy process

moves to a look at the strategic environment and concludes with some specific issues this

edition continues the effort begun in the 4th edition to include several short case studies to

illustrate the primary material in the volume the monograph examines the sources of polish

social divisions it explains their emergence and discusses the mechanisms behind their

evolution from 1945 2022 the findings corroborate the idea that divisions were formed

irrespective of the current state of social hierarchy or the accepted interpretation of justice and

that they existed both in totalitarian and democratic systems alike the book distinguishes the

category of divisions from the practices of repartition and demonstrates that the repartitions

discussed in a political discourse do not generate divisions but constitute the politicization of

the latter repartitions are understood as discursive dichotomic juxtapositions that result from

the existence of divisions and can be used as political tools it has been demonstrated that
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they can also function as analytical categories used with a view to determining the state of

social inequalities the notions of divisions and repartitions discussed in this volume confirm the

existence of the continuity of changes and describe the evolution of polish society has a

consequence it is predicted by some observers that the 21st century will be remembered as

the asian century many of the countries in the region seem to be able to take the economic

and trade baton when one of the others experiences problems the region in general continues

to grow economically politically and militarily the articles presented in this book examine the

current political and economic situations in nations across asia particularly focusing on

economic developments contents preface why does china succeed in attracting and utilising

foreign direct investment democracy movement at the crossroads protracted democratisation

and de mobilisation in hong kong china s opening to the outside world with facing economic

globalisation china s telecommunications reforms from monopoly towards competition world
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bank lending issues raised by china s qinghai resettlement project explaining the soft open

regionalism in east asia governance security and the environmental policy in south asia a

paradox of change and continuity carbon emissions control trade liberalisation and electricity

market imperfection co ordinated approaches to taiwan s trade and tax policy asean haz



Post-war Economic Policy and Planning: Financial problems of

the transitional period

1944

the book offers unique access to theoretical approaches and practical examples of

international social work in the context of war and conflicts the reader gains knowledge about

the competences and role of social work which contributes to mitigating the effects of war and

conflict the book raises the question of how to connect international social work with local

approaches and offers suggestions for a development of social work with respect to

exchanging knowledge and experiences between the west and the east the global north and

the global south it furthermore discusses the role of social work in reducing the problem of



gender based violence and in the methods of peacebuilding processes in post war and post

conflict societies

Post-war Economic Policy and Planning: Problems of foreign

trade and shipping. Sep.25-Jan. 11,1945

1944

during the second world war several independent business organizations in the us devoted

considerable energy to formulating and advocating social and economic policy options for the

us government for implementation after the war this planning community of far sighted

businessmen joined with academics and government officials in a nationwide endeavor to

ensure that the colossal levels of productivity achieved by the us during wartime continued



into the peace at its core this effort was part of a wider struggle between liberals moderates

and conservatives over determining the economic and social responsibilities of government in

the new post war order in this book charlie whitham draws on an abundance of unpublished

primary material from private and public archives that includes the minutes memoranda policy

statements and research studies of the major post war business planning organisations on a

wide range of topics including monetary policy demobilization labor policy international trade

and foreign affairs this is the untold story of how the post war business planners of all hues

helped shape the moderate consensus which prevailed after 1945 over a permanent but

limited government responsibility for fiscal welfare and labor affairs advanced american

interests overseas and established



Social Work in Post-War and Political Conflict Areas

2021-04-29

between 1945 and 1981 the canadian population doubled while the number of dwellings more

than tripled john miron shows how changes in demographic structure and housing affordability

affected postwar household formation and housing demand he argues that no single

explanation adequately reflects the extent of the impact of the demographic trends and the

economic changes

Post-War Business Planners in the United States, 1939-48

2016-10-20



a comprehensive accessible and lucid coverage of major issues and key figures in modern

and contemporary british literature

Highlights on Postwar Activities

1944

this revised and updated new edition provides a comprehensive introduction to the history of

cinema in mainland china hong kong and taiwan as well as to disaporic and transnational

chinese film making from the beginnings of cinema to the present day chapters by leading

international scholars are grouped in thematic sections addressing key historical periods film

movements genres stars and auteurs and the industrial and technological contexts of cinema

in greater china



Post-war Disposition of Merchant Vessels: Hearings, Apr. 19-

May 23, 1945

1945

during the first half of the twentieth century zen buddhist leaders contributed actively to

japanese imperialism giving rise to what has been termed imperial way zen kodo zen its

foremost critic was priest professor and activist ichikawa hakugen 1902 1986 who spent the

decades following japan s surrender almost single handedly chronicling zen s support of japan

s imperialist regime and pressing the issue of buddhist war responsibility ichikawa focused his

critique on the zen approach to religious liberation the political ramifications of buddhist

metaphysical constructs the traditional collaboration between buddhism and governments in



east asia the philosophical system of nishida kitaro 1876 1945 and the vestiges of state shinto

in postwar japan despite the importance of ichikawa s writings this volume is the first by any

scholar to outline his critique in addition to detailing the actions and ideology of imperial way

zen and ichikawa s ripostes to them christopher ives offers his own reflections on buddhist

ethics in light of the phenomenon he devotes chapters to outlining buddhist nationalism from

the 1868 meiji restoration to 1945 and summarizing ichikawa s arguments about the causes of

imperial way zen after assessing brian victoria s claim that imperial way zen was caused by

the traditional connection between zen and the samurai ives presents his own argument that

imperial way zen can best be understood as a modern instance of buddhism s traditional role

as protector of the realm turning to postwar japan ives examines the extent to which zen

leaders have reflected on their wartime political stances and started to construct a critical zen

social ethic finally he considers the resources zen might offer its contemporary leaders as they



pursue what they themselves have identified as a pressing task ensuring that henceforth zen

will avoid becoming embroiled in international adventurism and instead dedicate itself to the

promotion of peace and human rights lucid and balanced in its methodology and well

grounded in textual analysis imperial way zen will attract scholars students and others

interested in buddhism ethics zen practice and the cooptation of religion in the service of

violence and imperialism

Housing in Postwar Canada

1988

after the second world war two contrasting political movements became increasingly active in

italy the communist and feminist movements in this book walter baroni uses autobiographical



life writing from both movements key protagonists to shed new light on the history of these

movements and more broadly the similarities and differences between political activists in post

war italy

The Post-War British Literature Handbook

2010-02-10

in this contentious and ground breaking study the author draws on extensive archival research

to provide a new account of the transforamtion of the united kingdom into a multicultural

society through an analysis of the evolution of immigration and citizenship policy since 1945

against the prevailing academic orthodoxy he argues that british immigration policy was not

racist but both rational and liberal in this ground breaking book the author draws extensively



on archival material and theortical advances in the social science literature citizenship and

immigration in post war britain examines the transformation since 1945 of the uk from a

homogeneous into a multicultural society rejecting a dominant strain of sociological and

historical inquiry emphasizing state racism hansen argues that politicians and civil servants

were overall liberal relative to the public to which they owed their office and that they pursued

policies that were rational for any liberal democratic politician he explains the trajectory of

british migration and nationality policy its exceptional liberality in the 1950s its restrictiveness

after then and its tortured and seemingly racist definition of citizenship the combined effect of

a 1948 imperial definition of citizenship adopted independently of immigration and a primary

commitment to migration from the old dominions locked british politicians into a series of

policy choices resulting in a migration and nationality regime that was not racist in intention

but was racist in effect in the context of a liberal elite and an illiberal public britain s current



restrictive migration policies result not from the faling of its policy makers but from those of its

institutions

Federal Aid for Post-war Highway Construction

1944

this title was first published in 2001 the first comprehensive combined socio economic and

political analysis of the trends and mechanisms of international migration from and into poland

since 1945 from the point of view of the forthcoming enlargement of the european union



The Chinese Cinema Book

2020-04-30

fictions of fact and value looks at logical positivism s major influence on the development of

postwar american fiction charting a literary and philosophical genealogy that has been absent

from criticism on the american novel since 1945

Imperial-Way Zen

2009-07-08

throughout the second world war a wide range of people including political leaders and

government officials experts and armchair internationalists civil society groups and private



citizens talked about and formulated plans to ensure national security and to promote

individual well being in the postwar world rebuilding the postwar order explains how civil

society and governments of the wartime allies conceived of peace and traces the international

negotiations and conferences that later resulted in the united nations system it adopts a

multilateral approach connects wartime ideas to earlier peacemaking efforts and reveals

support for as well as resistance and alternatives to the emerging postwar order in chapters

on the united nations unrra the imf world bank and gatt the fao and who unesco and human

rights mckenzie explores the tensions between national sovereignty and international

responsibility national security and individual well being principles and compromises morality

and power privilege and justice all of which influenced the un system



Domestic Commerce

1944

the official monthly record of united states foreign policy

Autobiographical Cultures in Post-War Italy

2021-01-14

this book compares two countries with striking parallels in economic and political outcomes yet

with some distinct features in terms of institutional structures relative size and culture therefore

this book forms a fruitful platform for the study of the similarities and differences in the

economic and societal development of japan and finland despite their geographic distance



from one another and the aforementioned differences both countries experienced rather

similar economic and societal development patterns after the second world war the study of

these societies both individually and through commonalities will provide a unique perspective

on the emergence of modern economies and institutions the book provides comprehensive

coverage on issues such as welfare state formation and society security and military spending

education system industrial development international trade governmental economic policies

energy solutions and bubbles and their collapse thus issues typical for these countries as well

as most modern states studied from a longitudinal perspective the book aims to answer a

fundamental question in social science why do there seem to be common trends and

developmental paths among countries differing in size culture and economic structure this

book will provide insights for those seeking to decipher how the developments in their own

countries came about and where they may be headed to



The Thailand-Burma Railway, 1942-1946: Documents, post-

war accounts, maps, and photographs

2006

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united

states congress it is published daily when congress is in session the congressional record

began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and

proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in

congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873



Post-war Economic Policy and Planning

1943

derek robbins has shown once again that he is one of the few anglophone scholars with an

exceptionally profound and impressively comprehensive knowledge of the history of modern

european social thought this book is a must for anybody interested in twentieth century french

social theory the coverage is wide ranging the information provided is authoritative complex

ideas are presented in an accessible language key controversies are explained in an eloquent

and thought provoking fashion and perhaps most importantly seemingly abstract tensions

between intellectual positions are put into historical context dr simon susen city university

london detailed timely and original this book explores the trans cultural transmission of social

theory derek robbins presents us with a chronological commentary on the intellectual



production of five french social thinkers aron althusser foucault lyotard bourdieu and on the

english reception of their texts the book sets up a bourdieusian investigation of the habitus of

the five thinkers and comparatively of the national sub fields of intellectual discourse enables

an inter active generation of enquiry based on the primacy of individual experience challenges

the social sciences to abandon their grand narratives and to advance the cause of social

democratic inclusion reconciles the legacies of the work of bourdieu and lyotard in order to

advance practically a socio analytic recognition of dissensus or différence by representing

modern classics of french social thought in socio political context this in depth study

encourages all social researchers to reflect on their use of social theories in their practice



Wartime and Postwar Problems and Policies of the States

1944

grassroots pacifism in post war japan presents new material on grassroots peace activism and

pacifism in two major groups active in the post world war 2 peace movement workers and

housewives yamamoto contends that the peace movement which was organised in tandem

with other activities to promote democratic economic and humanitarian issues served as a

popular lever which helped to eliminate feudal remnants that lingered in japanese society and

individual attitudes after the war thereby modernizing the political process and the outlook of

the ordinary japanese including extensive primary material such as letters essays memoirs

and interviews specialists in japanese history peace studies and women s studies will

appreciate the richness of the text supporting yamamoto s narrative of how workers and



women s political awareness developed under the influence of organizational and ideological

interests and contemporary events

Citizenship and Immigration in Postwar Britain

2000-06-01

constitutional politics is exceptionally intense and unpredictable it involves negotiations over

the very nature of the state and the implications of self determination multinational

democracies face pressing challenges to the existing order because they are composed of

communities with distinct cultures histories and aspirations striving to coexist under mutually

agreed upon terms conflict over the recognition of these multiple identities and the distribution

of power and resources is inevitable and indeed part of what defines democratic life in



multinational societies in constitutional politics in multinational democracies andré lecours

nikola brassard dion and guy laforest bring together experts on multinational democracies to

analyze the claims of minority nations about their political future and the responses they elicit

through constitutional politics essays focus on the nature of these states and the actors and

political process within them this framework allows for a multidimensional examination of

crucial political periods in these democracies by assessing what constitutional politics is who

is involved in it and how it happens case studies include catalonia and spain puerto rico and

the united states scotland and the united kingdom belgium bosnia and herzegovina and

quebec and the métis people in canada theoretically significant and empirically rich

constitutional politics in multinational democracies is a necessary read for any student of

multinationalism



Poland's Post-War Dynamic of Migration

2019-05-24

this edition of the u s army war college guide to national security policy and strategy continues

to reflect the structure and approach of the core national security strategy and policy

curriculum at the war college the 5th edition is published in two volumes that correspond

roughly to the department of national security and strategy s core courses theory of war and

strategy and national security policy and strategy like previous editions this one is based on

its predecessor but contains both updates and new scholarship over a third of the chapters

are new or have undergone significant rewrites many chapters some of which appeared for

years in this work have been removed nevertheless the book remains unchanged in intent

and purpose although this is not primarily a textbook it does reflect both the method and



manner we use to teach strategy formulation to america s future senior leaders the book is

not a comprehensive or exhaustive treatment of either strategic theory or the policymaking

process both volumes are organized to proceed from the general to the specific thus the first

volume opens with general thoughts on the nature and theory of war and strategy proceeds to

look at the complex aspect of power and concludes with specific theoretical issues similarly

the second volume begins by examining the policy strategy process moves to a look at the

strategic environment and concludes with some specific issues this edition continues the effort

begun in the 4th edition to include several short case studies to illustrate the primary material

in the volume



Jewish Post-war Problems

1943

the monograph examines the sources of polish social divisions it explains their emergence

and discusses the mechanisms behind their evolution from 1945 2022 the findings corroborate

the idea that divisions were formed irrespective of the current state of social hierarchy or the

accepted interpretation of justice and that they existed both in totalitarian and democratic

systems alike the book distinguishes the category of divisions from the practices of repartition

and demonstrates that the repartitions discussed in a political discourse do not generate

divisions but constitute the politicization of the latter repartitions are understood as discursive

dichotomic juxtapositions that result from the existence of divisions and can be used as

political tools it has been demonstrated that they can also function as analytical categories



used with a view to determining the state of social inequalities the notions of divisions and

repartitions discussed in this volume confirm the existence of the continuity of changes and

describe the evolution of polish society has a consequence
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it is predicted by some observers that the 21st century will be remembered as the asian

century many of the countries in the region seem to be able to take the economic and trade

baton when one of the others experiences problems the region in general continues to grow

economically politically and militarily the articles presented in this book examine the current

political and economic situations in nations across asia particularly focusing on economic



developments contents preface why does china succeed in attracting and utilising foreign

direct investment democracy movement at the crossroads protracted democratisation and de

mobilisation in hong kong china s opening to the outside world with facing economic

globalisation china s telecommunications reforms from monopoly towards competition world

bank lending issues raised by china s qinghai resettlement project explaining the soft open

regionalism in east asia governance security and the environmental policy in south asia a

paradox of change and continuity carbon emissions control trade liberalisation and electricity

market imperfection co ordinated approaches to taiwan s trade and tax policy asean haz
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